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Welcome to the spring and summer newsletter 2021
When we wrote the last newsletter we had no idea we would still be in a form of Covid
lockdown in March 2021, almost a year after the first one. So, for obvious reasons this
edition comes without the usual spring and summer walks programme.
Jane and her team of walk leaders did a great job last year, running an ad hoc programme
of walks, when the rules allowed us to lead organised walks, as Ramblers ‘participating
in organised sporting activity outdoors’. We held lots of local walks in and around Telford
with numbers varying between 6 and 12 participants.
We welcomed new members, some of whom are now even on our committee or
promising to lead walks for us in the future. We now have over 270 members. We
missed seeing many old friends who for one reason or another have not been able to
walk with us this year. Some have been self isolating, others have continued to walk
with a few Ramblers friends in their own small social walking bubble and some have
had minor injuries (we hope you get better soon).
As soon as we are permitted to do so we will hold a big free social event to enjoy
everyone’s company once more, chat about what we have been doing and look forward
to future activities (we might even make that Isle of Wight walking holiday!)
In the meantime we continue to work for walkers and walking locally in other ways:
reporting path obstructions, responding to public consultations on the local rights of
way network, how Telford & Wrekin Council might prioritise paths for maintenance and
process claims to add ‘missing’ rights of way to the network. You can read more about
these Ramblers activities in your latest newsletter.

It’s the way we tell’em
Two Ramblers, a man and a woman
were walking across a large field, when
100m from the stile, a bull spots them
and starts charging in their direction.
Quick as a flash the woman takes off her
boots, throws her rucksac on the ground,
takes a deep breath and legs it.
“What are you doing?” says the bloke,
“you’ll never be able to out run that bull”
“I don’t have to out run the bull” she
replied.

When Annette Pascall and Chris Jay joined Ramblers last year, little did they know
they were about to embark on an adventure ! They walked the entire T50, Annette
joined our committee, both are starting to lead walks. This is the story of their
Telford T50 Lockdown Challenge by Annette Pascall
2020 gave us all a number of challenges, but for me there were positives – after the
first lockdown in March I joined The Ramblers in July 2020. I have always enjoyed
walking, but had not been in group walks for a few years, so it was great getting back
exploring new and familiar areas again.
November came, another lockdown and Ramblers ceased walking, but I wanted to
carry on and not lose the fitness I had gained, so I purchased the T50 book and looked
on their website. I did a 9 mile walk from home following one of the T50 circular walks
and when I returned home I decided I would give the T50 a go during this lockdown,
so I posted on Facebook that this was my challenge, however long it would take.
Following my Facebook posting, Chris contacted me and asked if I would like some
company on the challenge as she would also like to complete the T50, so as we were
permitted to walk with one other person we agreed to do this together, although
because we could not share cars we would have to do circular walks or where possible
use public transport. We had two other walkers with us on the journey – my 2 dogs
Freya and Maisie.
We had some amazing adventures and this is our T50 journey.
We started our journey from Muxton Lane and walked to Priorslee via Granville
Park and return (Total 9.5 miles). Granville park is a Local Nature Reserve and Country
Park. We walked through woodland and tracks, admired the wood carved sculptures
and remains of industrial buildings from its industrial past that entwined with the old
Donnington canal. We went to the Top of The World, which is a popular viewing point
and a seat with Top of The World carved on it was placed in memory of one of the
GP rangers, who gave the hill its name. On arriving at Priorslee Lake we saw swans,
geese and lots of ducks.
Our second walk took us from Telford Town Centre to Ironbridge (Total 15 miles! I’ll explain this at the end!) What an adventure this walk was. We walked on the Silkin
Way, through woodland, along green paths and trails, passing historical monuments
and walking along some picturesque pools e.g. Dawley pools teeming with wildlife
and the balancing pools at Madeley Court Hotel and then the journey down to the
Gorge via Routh park, the edge of Woodside and Lodge Field Nature Reserve with
views of the Severn Gorge. We passed the birthplace of Billy Wright and a house
named The Wedge of Cheese.

On arriving at Lloyds Coppice Woods, we were in high spirits thinking the end was
near, but how wrong were we!! One of the paths in the Coppice was closed off for
repair work, so we (or rather Chris) had to then work out from her OS maps how we
could get back on the route, which she did successfully and onwards we went and
eventually came down into Coalport and made our away along the well walked route
past Jackfield to the disused railway line, now a popular walking/cycle path, only to
find the path closed. Luckily I knew of a detour to get us back on track, so we quickly
made our way to the Ironbridge car park and crossed this famous bridge into
Ironbridge. We were intending to catch the bus here back to Telford Centre, but the
main road was closed, so we walked along the river to the Ironbridge Gorge museum
of the river and waited for the bus, which never arrived, so after the departure time
had passed, we walked back through Ironbridge, up the hill to Woodside and
eventually caught the bus back to the Town centre, hence the 15 miles.
Our third walk was a nice gentle walk from Priorslee to Telford Town Park T50
board via Randlay Wood and we found a return route, picking up a path by the train
station that took us back to Priorslee.
Ironbridge to Little Wenlock. This was our first wet day on the trail and was a hard
push with lots of steps and hills, but we thoroughly enjoyed it. We started at the
Ironbridge Gorge River museum and walked up all those steps to the Rotunda, where
normally there are lovely views, but today it was full of mist, which added to the
atmosphere of the day. Maisie on lead through the woods as she is likely to chase
squirrels in woodland and there is a sheer drop on our left. We visited the Church
site on Church Road and followed the route to
Loamhole Dingle where we walked up and
down many steps. The route was very wet
and muddy, but added to the adventure
and we were both relieved to reach
Leasowes Farm and I was particularly
relieved because no cows were in the
field. We then walked through open
countryside where the views were
superb with the Breiddens and
Shropshire Hills visible (the rain had
stopped and sky cleared). We then
had a well earned rest and lunch in
the churchyard before we walked
Annette with Maisie at
down a rocky path to Buildwas and
the Rotunda viewpoint
return to Ironbridge (circular route 10
miles.)

Our next walk was the short Wellington to Dothill Nature Reserve, Apley Woods and
Leegomery, back to Wellington. It was a lovely sunny Sunday.
Our next walk included stages 5 and 6 was my favourite as it was a mixture of terrain
and interesting, with historic routes and monuments situated throughout.
We started at Wellington and walked to Horeshay and then on to Oakengates.
I travelled on the train Oakengates to Wellington and Chris
caught the bus Oakengates to Wellington at the end. We
were lucky with the weather again. We travelled
through Limekiln woods and fields with a lovely view
of The Wrekin, making our way to New Works Lane
and on to Horsehay. We rested in the (empty)
Horsehay golf course and enjoyed the views from a
well placed bench. We then went through a
delightful Spring Village with a pool. We then passed
Freya -looking
by the Telford Steam Railway and headed to Lawley
unconvinced
Lake and then through urban and countryside to
Oakengates (10 miles).
The following walk was from Oakengates to Lilleshall Hill.
I found this interesting as it was
walking through the paths of my
childhood.
We went through Canongate on our
way to the Nabb and the Cockshutt
where we walked via the well walked
woodland, although we did take a
wrong turn and it took a while to get
back on track. We then followed the
route back to Muxton Marsh, a SSSI
amongst an urban area, and to
Muxton Lane where we headed off
to the Lilleshall Hill, with lovely views
all around the hill. We then returned
to Muxton lane where we started
our journey.
The Nabb - the well walked
woodland path

We just had one route left, the
hardest and ultimate test.

So this brings us to the final and hardest of the routes, Little Wenlock to Wellington
via the Wrekin and the Ercall, but we actually really enjoyed it despite the awful
weather. It rained from start to finish, it was muddy, we had fallen tress to climb
over or scramble under. I fell over after the first 200 yards on slippy rocks/mud with
2 dogs eager to get on! We started at Little Wenlock, went through
part of the Bench walk, then down to Wenlocks Wood and to
the bottom of the Wrekin, it was just a sea of water and
mud. Eventually we came to the lane up to the Wrekin.
Sadly the café is now shut, so we plodded on up the hill.
Chris was leading the way with me and the dogs not far
behind. There were a few others on the hill, but not
many. It was raining, it was misty, when we eventually
got to the top (hurrah) it
was snowing! Maisie
Sea of water & mud
was whining but Freya
plodded on regardless.
We were in good spirits at
the top and made our way back down. As we
proceeded on the route this is where we came
across the fallen trees, we kept wondering if we
had gone off the route but persevered and
eventually reached the bottom and found our way
round the reservoir to the Ercall. Oh my goodness I
Fallen trees
forgot how relentless that Ercall hill was, but this time I
led the way up the hill, but at the top I really felt like there was nothing left in me
(Chris gave me a ticking off for not eating anything and gave me a banana). Continuing
to viewing points (there were no views today) was hard, but we did it and eventually
started to go follow the
downward path, trying not
Annette and Chris, wet, windswept and
to slip over and eventually
triumphant on the summit of The Wrekin.
we got there and were on
the road to Wellington. We
were wet and cold, but
happy and proud of what
we had done. The T50
(plus extra) completed.
Oh, and Chris wants to do
it again???!!!

Obituary Fred Brian
Fred Brian sadly passed away on the 23rd December 2020. He joined the East
Shropshire Ramblers in 1980, which was later to become Telford and East Shropshire
in 1997. Prior to joining the Ramblers he was an active member of the Long Distance
Walkers Association, a veteran of 50 mile hikes, challenge walks and many National
Trails, 8 mile Rambles were as nothing to Fred! He was a knowledgeable local historian
too. These are a few of the memories received from members.
“Every time I pass Valentino Row I smile at the memory of
that wonderful walk he led on the history of Ironbridge and
Madeley”.
“His walks were always packed with interest, it was the
easiest way to learn history”
“He knew a huge amount about the local mine workings.
Fred was always ready to impart this knowledge to all his
pals and fellow walkers. I remember him leading quite
severely steep rambles when he was about 75 or so, it did
not seem to bother him at all.”
I am sure those who have walked with him have many
memories and we will miss him.
Above, Fred striding out, often wearing his distinctive green and yellow LDWA bobble hat and
with his gps, camera, compass and history notes, was one our most popular walk leaders.
Below, Fred leading his last history walk in 2019, around St Georges, Priorslee and Oakengates

Changes to Telford and Wrekin Council Rights of Way Policies
The good news is that the new draft Definitive Map of every recorded right of way
in Telford & Wrekin and its status (footpath, bridleway, restricted byway, byway
open to all traffic) is now available to view online. Whilst we are pleased at this
progress, many members have said that they believe the map is still not yet fit for
purpose and the Council accept that there are errors and omissions to be corrected,
so we still have a long way to go.
Part of the Ramblers mission is to protect and enhance our rights of way network.
An up-to-date Definitive Map is crucial to this work, but it should be remembered
that the map is only a ‘minimum statement’ of the recorded rights of ways. There
are many unrecorded rights of way still to be added to the map or to have their
status changed, this is achieved by making a Definitive Map Modification Order
application (DMMO).
It was late last year, that Paula Doherty, our Footpaths
Secretary, became aware that Telford & Wrekin Council
would be putting out to consultation a new Policy and
Guidance document for the processing of DMMO’s. The
consultation would also include a new way of categorising and prioritising public rights of way. This consultation
is now available on the Council’s website. The process
of prioritising DMMO applications is intended to support
a strategy for sustainable transport and to ensure that
rights of way are considered in the wider context of local
Nature Reserves, the Green Network and in supporting
health and wellbeing objectives. Working with others in
our own group and in Shropshire Area Ramblers, Paula
has written a detailed response on our behalf.
All Local Authorities must provide a statement about
how they intend to prioritise DMMO applications.
Applications may be based on written historic evidence,
or the evidence of current use by walkers, cyclists and
horse riders going back 20 years, or a combination of
the two. There is now a backlog of over 125 applications,
some going back to the time the Council became a
Unitary Authority, (this is not dissimilar from other
Councils). The main change is that our Council intends
to take a much more ‘back-seat’ role when dealing with
applications in the future.

Paula above, is usually seen by
members, hard at work, with the
path maintenance team. However,
most of her volunteer time is spent
with council officers, following up
complaints about obstructed
paths, missing signs and broken
stiles, looking at planning issues
that may affect a RoW and serving
on the Local Access Forum, a
council committee that helps
advise on RoW and open access
issues. All this is a very important
part of the Ramblers mission.

In the past, Officer time was used to gather evidence for each individual application,
but they now intend to make an early decision on whether they consider the
application to be credible, and then leave the Applicant to deal with any further
consequences themselves. This might include having to attend a Public Inquiry if the
application was objected to – a daunting prospect for anyone.
The Council has also allocated a ‘Category’ to each right of way. The reason for this
is that they don’t really know which are the most important routes on the network,
and which have limited use. By categorising every route, they say that they will be
able to undertake an audit of routes, be more aware of their maintenance obligations, use the information for funding applications and be able to allocate resources
for ‘greatest benefit’. Paula worked with Anne and others to provide a response by
the deadline in February. There are many issues and questions to be considered.
How you can help
We are also sending the Council our comments and suggestions on the digital online
draft Definitive Map. If you walk your local paths regularly do take a look at the map
and compare it with the Ordnance Survey map and let us know of any missing rights
of way or paths that seem to be incorrectly recorded.
If you want to view the new DM, read the consultation documents and our response
to them, they are all available on our own Telford and East Shropshire Ramblers
website (lots of other information about us is there too, do take a look!)
https://www.tesramblers.org.uk/footpaths/row-consultation.html

Bored with Lockdown? Try a Free OS Map Reading Course!
Did you know you can get free map reading courses for both beginners and for
‘experts’ with guides to read, videos to watch and challenges to do online from
https://getoutside.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/guides/beginners-guides-map-reading

Don’t lose your way!
Take a look at the pleasant path through the
trees on the right. It’s wide, it’s open, it’s
inviting. The gates at the end are not locked and
people walk and ride horses along it, so why is
it not a right of way on the map? Good
question! A little research reveals this mystery
path was shown on the 1925 map as a road,
then a new wider ‘B road’ was created nearby
to replace it. So what’s happened here? Was it
a public highway legally closed and diverted as
a right of way? Was it a private road used by
the public with permission, perhaps it still is?
Could it be claimed as a right of way, proving
20 years of continuous public use ‘as of right’
or has the landowner made legal declarations
that would prevent this? Can it be claimed as
an unrecorded historic right of way that
somehow got missed off the map? Who knows?
These are the sorts of questions that now need an urgent answer because after 2026
it will be too late to apply for unrecorded historic rights of way to be added to the
Definitive Map. Ramblers launched a national campaign to discover and claim these
unrecorded historic rights of way which got lots of press, TV and radio coverage. The
public were asked to look at old maps and find public footpaths and highways that
have since ‘gone missing’ from today’s map. They found over 1600 of them in
Shropshire including about 150 in Telford & Wrekin! Over 3,500 people responded,
80% were non members. We now need to know how many are realistic, possible
claims because they found ‘missing’ paths that were removed years ago by quarrying,
been legally diverted, buried under new housing, or are even still publicly maintained
rights of way but are shown as ‘white roads’ on the map or been built over as spanking
new public highways. Shropshire Ramblers Area Don’t Lose You Way Coordinator
Trevor Allison, is currently working with Jack Cornish, the Ramblers national officer
for Don’t Lose Your Way, on how best to whittle these down to credible claims that
will most benefit the rights of way network. The next stage is to role out a national
programme to recruit volunteers, including non members, to help research and claim
local paths, with training and resources to help them. Would you like to join in? The
Ramblers have just launched a mapping tool so you can compare current and historic
maps and see which lost paths the public identified in your parish, are they still there,
did they miss any? Jack is coming to Shropshire in May to brief us. For updates and
how to get involved contact us and see https://dontloseyourway.ramblers.org.uk/

We’ll meet again? Future programme of led walks
At the time of going to press, it looks like there will be a phased easing of lockdown
restrictions with walks being limited to groups of six or perhaps larger groups, if taking
part in sporting activities organised by recognised bodies such as the Ramblers. It is
likely to be a gradual process so we are unlikely to be back to normal before late Spring
or early Summer. Any return to walking will be under similar restrictions to those we
were using last year. Given that there could still be starting and stopping, we think the
earliest a set printed advance detailed programme might be possible is for Autumn/
Winter. There has been very little contact from some walk leaders and opportunities
to recce walks have been very limited for everyone.
So for the time being, we will continue to offer walks on a ‘pop up basis’ like we did
before, under whatever restrictions may or may not apply at the time. These will be
offered by our walk leaders on Thursdays and Sundays, but there may be walks popping
up on other days too. These will be advertised on Facebook and on our own website
and on the Ramblers main website, do keep logging in and taking a look. If you want
to offer a walk, get in touch with Jane and she will advertise it for you. You can offer
one of any length and if you wish to limit numbers for car parking or any other reasons,
you will be able to do that. Pre-booking will be essential.
As people may not have been able to get outside much during the pandemic we expect
that some members may be feeling less confident about their fitness and stamina, the
prospect of an 8 mile hill walk may be a little daunting to start with. So we expect that
there may be a demand for more easy local walks so do feel free to offer a short
morning or afternoon walk, as well as some longer walks further afield, we are hoping
for some variety. Once we can offer our popular pub and cafe walks we will do so, as
we expect many of you will be desperate for a lunchtime treat and a good gossip as
well as a good walk! We certainly are, but it may be a while yet!
How it used to be: this walk around Haughmond Hill woods was followed by lunch at the cafe!

Information for all our volunteer walk leaders,path maintenance team
members and footpath volunteers
Did you know there were free Ramblers online resources for our volunteers, well some
of us didn’t either, well at least that was true a couple of weeks ago, till we read the
volunteer newsletter -oops! From March, all our volunteers and those of you who think
you may like to lead walks or help in other ways one day (even if that’s a very long time
in the future) should up-date their profiles on the Ramblers website or send an email
with the volunteer’s name, role, email and membership number (if you can find it) and
the Ramblers group for which they volunteer to
volunteersupport@ramblers.zendesk.com
This is so you will be covered by Ramblers insurance and so Ramblers can comply with
changing guidance to charities due to Covid and other factors. Don’t worry if you don’t
have the internet, give Jo a call and we can send an email to make sure Ramblers know
about you. Lots of you have already registered and updated your profile, well done.
Resources for walk leaders and those thinking about it
Now for the interesting bit for those who do have the internet. All registered volunteers
can sign up and log into something called Assemble from the main Ramblers website,
using the same password you use for the main website. We would urge you to give it
a try! Why should you do this, well there’s a world of special resources there just for
you! Ultimately, Assemble will have everything you need for your volunteering role.
There’s a Document Hub, with lots of tips and guidance for your specific role(s). There’s
a News section so you can make sure you’re always up to date with what’s happening
across the Ramblers, including what we are doing to make the case for walking and
improving the ‘walking environment’ and best of all, there’s an online Training section
that gives everyone the opportunity to brush up their
volunteering skills and knowledge at their own pace. As it
develops, you may be able to connect with other
volunteers, to share problems, ideas and tips.
Whisper it quietly, but the Chair tried the online
beginners walk leading course and she didn’t get 100%!
If you want to shame her by getting 100% first go, you
need to log into Assemble and then click on your initials
in the circle on the top right corner of the screen, then
click on view profile details, and on the menu bar across
the page click on training - if you do get 100% why not send
Anne a message via Assemble to rub it in!

Ramblers Walk leader Conversations
Are you a walk leader? Why not join in a chat exploring the practicalities of planning
and leading a group walk, with fellow leaders from other parts of the country?
Whether you are leading your first or fiftieth walk you are invited to take part in
Walk Leader Conversations online, to talk about the topics which matter to you.
What do you consider when planning your walk? What are the things you think
about when grading your walk? How do you adapt to changing situations on the
day itself? Join us to talk about these and all your other burning questions. Come
ready to share your top tips and hear from from your fellow walk leaders on how
they make their walks safe, enjoyable and inclusive for all. There are 15 places
available per session and the next one is 23 March 6-7pm
The conversations are held online using Microsoft Teams (works in a similar way to
zoom, it’s secure and user friendly) and hosted by members of the Ramblers GB
delivery team. Please add your name to the waiting list if the event is already full
and you will be contacted you directly if a space becomes available on this or a
future event.

‘ How to’ courses for walkers in Telford and Shrewsbury
Not everyone has access to the internet. We do organise free in-person courses too.
We had a special in-person training event, booked for walk leaders in Shropshire
for May last year, especially for our own group, and for neighbouring groups too,
but it had to be cancelled due to Covid!
Never mind, as soon as things get back to normal, we can get back to having hands
on training for walk leading, navigation and first aid again, not sure when it will be
but it will happen! Watch this space.
It may be a while before you get back to thinking about going on holiday again,
however, if you choose a holiday with Ramblers Walking Holidays and quote our
Ramblers Group name, Telford and East Shropshire, when booking, we get a further
donation to help pay for printing and other costs. It all helps.

Our newsletter and our walks programme is sponsored by Ramblers Walking
Holidays and HF Holidays. Check out the HF and RWH websites on their adverts in
this programme for lots of wonderful holidays.

YOUR LOCAL GROUP
Your local Ramblers Group (Telford and East Shropshire) looks after the footpaths in
our area by opposing closures unfavourable to walkers and by helping to keep paths
marked and clear of obstructions. It also organises a full programme of walks and other
events. If you require any further details please contact a committee member:
Chair

Anne Suffolk

Secretary

Jo Henderson

Footpath Secretary

Paula Doherty

Walks Programme CoJane Warman
ordinator, Online Walks Editor
Treasurer

Mike Cull

Membership Secretary

Pam Day

Assistant Programme
Secretary

Anne Furlong

Assistant Programme
Secretary
Committee member

Anne Wheeler

Committee member
Committee member
Committee member
Footpath Maintenance (non
committee post)

07903 325011
tesramblers@gmail.com
01952 595302
secretarytesr@gmail.com
01952 813520
pauladoherty@tiscali.co.uk
07906 826239
fwarman57@gmail.com
07503 064556
handpostcot@aol.com
01952 460828
pamelarambler@gmail.com
01952 460715
mannefurlong@gmail.com

07946 627693
annerambler@yahoo.com
Richard Inett
07807 627152
inett61r@gmail.com
Richard Spencer- 01952 254070
Cotton
frigley01@hotmail.com
Annette Pascall
07885 713800
apasca33@outlook.com
Chris Long
07772 882369
chrislong@uwclub.net
Hamish Kirkpatrick 07962 400182
hamkip@gmail.com

You do not have to be on the committee to help your local Group thrive. Members are
welcome to volunteer as walk leaders, join our footpath maintenance group, contribute
as 'admins' on our Website or Facebook pages, or assist with publicity and social events.
If you would like to help in any way please talk informally to a member of the committee.
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